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Abstract 
With the increased prevalence of dengue infection in tropical countries, concerned members of 
the public are now pressing their local health ministries to act immediately and effectively in 
managing the rising numbers of reported cases. This includes reviews of the methodologies and 
the effectiveness of current combative systems to find other possible novel approaches that might 
yield better results. One of those novel approaches is the integration of a parasite into mosquito 
vector, manipulating the parasite-host interaction to reduce the transmission of dengue in en-
demic hotspots. Another alternative is by Sanofi-Pasteur’s dengue vaccine that showed over 60.8% 
success rate in reducing severe dengue infection in children aged 9 - 16 during its final clinical im-
plementation phase. This report will compare and contrast these two novel ideas to determine 
which of the approaches are more likely to be effective in the long run. The aspects covered will 
include the application, effectiveness, functionality, and problems with these approaches. The re-
sults could then be utilised by governments or organizations to select precise and effective me-
thods in reducing the prevalence of dengue infections in their countries. 
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1. Introduction 
Dengue, which uses arthropods and other mosquitoes as vectors, is common in tropical and sub-tropical climates, 
and is often associated with other diseases such as malaria, chikungunya, yellow fever, St. Louis encephalitis, 
West Nile virus, Japanese encephalitis, and Tick-borne encephalitis [1] [2]. Commonly transmitted by the mos-
quitoes Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus, dengue is considered one of the fastest growing hemorrhagic virus-
es worldwide [1]-[4]. It is less well-known due to the localisation of the disease, which is uncommon outside of 
tropical and sub-tropical regions [4]. Recently, increased travelling to and from endemic countries has resulted 
in the spread of dengue in new regions [2] [4] [5]. From 2010 to 2013, dengue outbreaks have been reported in 
several European countries and in the United States [4] [5]. The outbreaks are believed imported via travellers 
that visited endemic regions such as the Caribbean, Asia, and Latin America [4] [5]. Closer to home, Canadian 
authorities issued warning for travellers to be alert on dengue fever including what to do and to look for if they 
get infected [6].  

Factors such as rapid population growth and the ease of migration also compound the problems of endemic 
nations. Close contact between human and vectors coupled with an increased size of the host population often 
increases the chances of contracting dengue [7]-[9]. The widespread occurrence of such population networks 
plays significant roles in distributing the disease, and pathologically, this condition often provide excellent room 
for disease to continue developing and growing [8] [10]. Additionally, global economic trade from endemic 
countries such as the shipment of used tires and changing weather patterns also contributes to the expansion of 
dengue infections beyond the vector’s niche [7] [11] [12].  

According to May 2015 update, the World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that over 3.9 billion people 
worldwide are at risk of contracting dengue and there are roughly 284 - 528 million infections every year [13]. 
500,000 people are hospitalised with severe dengue annually and 2.5% of them succumb to the infection [13]. 
Of all reported cases, most of the patients with severe infection of dengue are children [13]. With high numbers 
of infections and mortality rates, the dengue endemic can no longer be ignored.  

As an example, dengue cases in Malaysia alone show an astonishing increment towards the end of 2014 with 
43,346 cases reported from January to September 2013, while 76,700 cases were reported within the same win-
dow in 2014 [14]. Out of all these reported cases, another major increase of death toll was observed from 43 
cases in 2013 to 146 cases in 2014 [14]. With an estimated increase of 76.9% sufferers, dengue has become a 
major health issue in Malaysia, with local news media and the public criticizing their health ministry for failing 
to curb the increase in the prevalence of the disease [15]. According to Paul and Tham (2015), in January 2015, 
the numbers of infected individuals keep increasing by 59% when compared to similar statistic of the same 
month in 2014 [16]. 

Several combative measures across all endemic countries have been applied and tested to suppress the preva-
lence of dengue over the years and most common one is the heavy use of Aedes larvicide [7] [14]. Others in-
clude education on dengue pathogenesis and pathology for public and active extermination of mosquito breeding 
sites, which include all bodies of stagnant water [7] [14].  

In this study, the use of vaccines and biological control will be discussed. Current research and experimental 
results of these dengue protective ideas will be discussed and evaluated in terms of their functionality, confi-
dence, and application in endemic areas. In addition, problems that may arise upon the application of both 
measures once they are introduced indefinitely will be evaluated. The pathogenesis and pathology of dengue 
will also be discussed to provide strong arguments to support the use of vaccines and biological control in pre-
venting dengue infection.  

2. Pathogenesis and Pathology of Dengue 
Transmitted by the mosquito vectors A. aegypti and A. albopictus, dengue is a viral type disease (arbovirus) and 
is categorised as viral hemorrhagic fevers (VHF) [1]-[4]. Common dengue serotypes called DENV (dengue vi-
rus) that are found globally are DENV-1, DENV-2, DENV-3, and DENV-4 [1]-[4] [7] [11] [13] [17]. Recently, 
dengue researchers have also found a new serotype of dengue, DENV-5, from infected patients in Borneo [18]. 
Out of this five serotypes, DENV-3 and DENV-4 have been associated with the Dengue Shock Syndrome (DSS) 
stage, whereby the infection deemed severe and often leads to fatalities [17]. As seen in Figure 1, DENV1 and 
DENV 3 are found to be highly associated with a 95% species similarity, while DENV2 is closely related to a 
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic Tree of Viral Hemorrhagic Fever (VHF) viruses of family Flaviviridae. Tree is made using complete 
genomic sequences obtained from National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) of which accession numbers are 
given. Bootstrap values are illustrated between most nodes and based on calculation of 100 possible combinations. Higher 
bootstrap value signifies higher similarity between species of viruses. Phylogenetic illustration is made using the software 
Geneious and FigTree v1.4.2. 
 
flaviviridae ancestor, and DENV4 is closely related to other flaviviridae viruses. The accession numbers of all 
serotypes used to construct the phylogenetic tree are M87512.1 (DENV1), M29095.1 (DENV2), AY662691.1 
(DENV3), AF326825.1 (DENV4), NC_001672.1 (Tick-borne Encephalitis), AY 508813.1 (Japanese Encephali-
tis), NC_007580.2 (St. Louis Encephalitis), HM147824.1 (West Nile Virus), NC_ 004162.2 (chikungunya) and 
NC_002031.1 (Yellow Fever) [19]-[28]. 

Classified as a flavivirus, dengue is composed of a single positive-stranded RNA virus of the Flaviviridae 
family [4] [29]. Immunologically, viruses of RNA origin have proved to be difficult to treat due to their ability 
to rapidly change their genomic structures, or because pathogenicity islands may favour their development [18]. 
These factors have made these viruses highly successful in maintaining their reservoir and may become infec-
tious in any environment or host they occupy. DENV is known to be equipped with three main protein structures 
and as many as seven non-structural proteins that encode for its pathogenicity [30]. These three main proteins; 
E-protein, prM/M protein, and C proteins are thought to be responsible for the component of the virus including 
attachment while the NS1, NS2A/B, NS3, NS4A/B, and NS5 non-structural proteins are deemed essential for its 
replication mechanism [30].  

Jain et al. (2014) argue that DENV can infect a diverse range of insect or mammalian cells due to its structure 
[31]. This is typical for mosquito vector diseases in which a virus can ‘hop’ in from the arthropod host to an in-
termediate host [32].When inoculated into humans, DENV will deliver itself to the liver cells (hepatocytes) and 
to the intestinal cells (enterocytes) for further development and replication [31] [33]. In severe infection, this vi-
rus can cause necrosis of these hepatocytes and enterocytes which often leads to tissues loss and blood loss [33]. 

Early detection of dengue infection can often save lives [3] [4]. Due to its latency within the first few days 
post infection, an infected person will not know he or she is infected until specific symptoms are expressed, as 
seen in Figure 2 [3] [4]. Normal symptoms of early infection are documented as headache, retro-orbital pain, 
muscle aches, joint pain, fever, and rashes [2]-[4]. These symptoms are often observed during the Dengue  
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Figure 2. Adaptation of generalised timescale of dengue infection within a patient. Figure illustrates generalised symptoms 
of dengue including major infection stages. Symptoms according to collection literatures only exist after initial infection in a 
host. Figure is a summary of symptoms taken from various studies on dengue infections and pathologies. 
 
Fever (DF) stage which is between 3 to 14 days post infection [2]-[4] [34]. About 10 days post infection, dengue 
will start to progress into a new phase called Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) stage and is often coupled 
with the lethal DSS stage [2]-[4]. Within the DHF/DSS period, dengue infection can lead to shock, thus causing 
fatalities if left unattended and untreated [2]-[4]. In DSS stage, patients are often observed showing changes in 
the homeostatic regulation and vascular permeability coupled with appearance of bleeding out as their cell inte-
grity is compromised and start to haemolyse [3] [9] [33] [35].  

Although countless of researches had been conducted on dengue over the past 50 years of its discovery, the 
pathogenesis of dengue (specifically) is not yet entirely known and our understanding of this disease is limited 
[31] [36]. This will later influence our discussions on the choice of combative measures and their effectiveness 
when dealing with DENV. 

3. Dengue Vectors Biological Control  
The simplest concept of biological control is defined as a method to reduce pests using their natural antagonists 
to maintain equilibrium in a disrupted population [37] [38]. Dengue researchers have therefore developed the 
idea of using the Aedes mosquito’s natural parasites or predators to supress the transmission of DENV and dis-
rupt the life-cycle of the arthropod vector. These include utilising extensive studies of parasite-host interaction 
in Aedes vectors by the use of parasitic bacteria and more traditional method such as introducing predatory fish-
es into mosquito breeding sites [39]-[45]. The concept of introducing insect parasites as a means of suppressing 
dengue will be specifically discussed. 

As humans, we harbour millions of other organisms in our body that live either as symbionts or parasites [46]. 
Similarly, insects of various classes and orders also have other organisms living freely within them. Specific pa-
rasites in dengue vectors can be manipulated to fight these vectors [41]-[45]. However, it is imperative that we 
look for the parasites that are present in all of the vector’s life stages to increase the effectiveness and efficacy of 
biological control. 

Marimuthu et al. (2013) discussed the idea of introducing “eco-friendly” bacteria parasites in mosquitoes be-
cause of the increasing resistance of mosquito larvae to commonly used larvicide. Bacillus thuringiensis was 
found to be highly specific and a common parasite in mosquitoes of the Diptera order, such as Aedes and Ano-
pheles (Malaria) [39] [40]. The specificity is due to B. thuringiensis ability to produce a specific toxin (𝛿𝛿-toxin) 
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that is toxic to mosquito larva, thus reducing the amount of emerging adults mosquitoes in the environment [39]. 
This however is no longer the case as recently there are reports indicating that mosquito’s larva develop resis-
tance against their bacterial parasites thus rendering useless the application of inoculating wild-type B. thurin-
giensis into larva population [39] [47]. However, if B. thuringiensis is inoculated with cobalt nanoparticles 
(Co-NPs), the effectiveness of bacteria toxicity is increased, thus reducing the resistance issues faced earlier [39]. 
Their results indicate that 100% of A. aegypti larva died after introduction of an 8 - 10 fold concentration of 
Co-NPs into the larval population whereas wild-type B. thuringiensis required a 20-fold concentration to achieve 
the same results [39]. Although with promising results, there are no indications that the result of the study is be-
ing applied at the moment. Other bacteria which had been studied as bacterial parasites for the mosquitoes in-
clude Bacillus cereus, Streptomyces sp., and Paecilomyces sp. [39].  

Similar to B. thuringiensis, Wolbachia is also a species of insects’ bacteria but is classified more as a sym-
biont rather than a parasite of mosquitoes [41]. Wolbachia is not species specific and it possesses symbiotic di-
versity towards other insects within the arthropod kingdom [41]. It is estimated that 25% to 70% of insects in the 
phylum Arthropoda are known to be infected with Wolbachia and become hosts [41]. Wolbachia targets adult 
mosquitoes instead of the larva and is found residing in the mid-gut and ovaries [42] [45]. Other locations of 
Wolbachia within the insect host include salivary glands and the brain, which may be correlated with reduced 
DENV transmission and replication [45]. The first observed pathology of Wolbachia in Aedes is that the bacteria 
induced restrictions on the reproduction process in infected female mosquitoes by changing their reproduction 
cycle and life-span, thus reducing their ability to produce progeny [48]. Wolbachia will modulate high iron level 
in the mosquito during blood meals, especially within the ovaries, thus disrupting the mosquito’s reproduction 
cycle [45]. In addition, shorter life-spans are observed within affected populations, thus reducing the chances of 
female mosquito obtaining blood meals from their preferred host and to mate with male mosquito [42]. Other 
studies conducted also illustrate that infected female mosquito are less likely to produce offspring when mating 
with non-infected male mosquito and vice versa [43]. Results indicated mixed outcomes as one study illustrates 
that the prevalence of dengue transmission is discovered to be much lower if male Aedes is infected with Wol-
bachia while another study indicates lower dengue transmission with infected female Aedes [43] [44].  

The parasite-host idea of using Wolbachia infected mosquitoes to control transmission of dengue was then 
tested in the field by releasing these mosquitoes into the environment to mate with the wild mosquito population. 
Field studies conducted in Australia show that the Wolbachia strain ωMel managed to colonize most of the 
wild-type Aedes mosquitos’ population and that the results correlate with significant reduction of DENV infec-
tion in a specific area [45]. In addition, the study also concluded that other RNA viruses transmitted by Aedes 
species such as malaria, chikungunya, yellow fever, and West Nile viruses are greatly reduced in Wolbachia- 
infected mosquito population [45]. Other similar studies had been conducted in other endemic areas globally and 
their results also show a significant reduction in DENV transmission by Wolbachia infected mosquitoes [15].  

4. Dengue Virus (DENV) Vaccine 
One of the popular choices in medicine to eradicate a disease is to use vaccines. Vaccines have demonstrated the 
ability to produce a major reduction in disease-related mortality and prevalence in a human population [49]. The 
first flavivirus vaccine successfully developed is Max Theiler’s YFD (yellow fever disease) vaccine in 1951 [50]. 
The vaccine was created using attenuated live virus in which has saved more than 500 million people globally 
since its introduction in 1937 [50].  

From an immunological perspective, the usage of live-attenuated virus in vaccine is considered to be an effec-
tive way of inducing immune responses since attenuated virus can “teach” our immune system to readily recog-
nize antigen molecular patterns upon subsequent infections [51]. The end product of this inoculation is the pro-
duction of “licensed” memory cells during the humoral and adaptive immune stages, in which these cells will 
readily fight against further viral invasion [51]. 

The development of DENV vaccines should encompass all the serotypes present in order for it to be success-
ful [2] [4] [18] [31] [36] [50]. A multivalent vaccine is important in dengue virus treatment as a vaccine that 
targets one serotype will only be specific to that serotype viral structures but not others [11] [36] [50] [52]. In an 
endemic area, a person can be infected with either one serotype or multiple serotypes of DENV [11] [36] [50] 
[52]. Targets of vaccines should encompass all the main protein structures as well as the non-structural proteins 
as discussed in the previous section. At the moment, available DENV vaccines produced or on production only 
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target four out of five serotypes presence (mainly because DENV5 is new and a vaccine is yet to be developed) 
and is known as tetravalent vaccine [50] [52]. 

The idea of tetravalent vaccine, a concocted mixture containing all live-attenuated DENV serotypes to teach 
human immune response to recognize and target them, was first developed in the early 2000s at Mahidol Uni-
versity, Thailand as a novel way to combat the prevalence of DENV1-4 that affected many individuals in 
Southeast Asia [48]. Similarly as YFV vaccine, the dengue tetravalent vaccine is made by using live-attenuated 
virus of dengue of which serotypes DENV1, DENV2, and DENV4 attenuated viruses are developed using dog 
kidney cells and serotype DENV3 attenuated virus developed using African green monkey kidney cells [48] [53]. 
Attenuated viruses are subjected to bio-marker testing in the kidney cells of tested animals and follow proce-
dures outline in Figure 3 prior to manufacturing a vaccine [53]. This early tetravalent vaccine was not deemed 
successful as the patient vaccinated with the vaccine showed occurrence of dengue-like symptoms after clinical 
testing [48]. The reason of the failure can be caused by different factors, and a plausible explanation is that the 
attenuated virus might regain its pathogenicity after inoculation. Further improvement is then made with the 
vaccine by other organizations in which it is renovated using a recombinant live-attenuated virus using mixture 
of live YFV virus with live dengue virus [48] [53]-[55]. The results differ significantly since the first clinical tri-
al of a vaccinated patient showed immuno-competency on all four DENV serotypes and did not show any sign 
of dengue-like symptoms [48].  

Thailand was the first country to test the redesigned tetravalent vaccine of TDEN (Tetravalent Dengue) that 
targeted all four serotypes, and clinical results indicate symptoms and clinical signs of dengue were greatly re-
duced to mild, or moderate, and or transient stages [52]. Additionally, the team of researchers had also given 
promising review that the TDEN vaccine does not result in serious vaccines-related side-effects [52]. In Malay-
sia, another tetravalent vaccine called CYD-TDV (tetravalent candidate dengue vaccine) is utilised [56]. The 
target comprises of healthy children aged 2 - 11 years and clinical results are satisfactory, whereby the humoral 
immune system, responsible for antigen-viral recognition, respond to all four DENV serotypes [56]. Similar stu-
dies in Thailand and their clinical results indicate that the CYD-TDV vaccine protected those vaccinated against 
all four serotypes and volunteers did not express side-effects after vaccination [56].  

Recently, Sanofi-Pasteur announced that they have managed to develop a successful dengue vaccine in which 
their final clinical trial shows a tremendous reduction of 60.8% of dengue infection in vaccinated volunteers [57] 
[58]. These volunteers comprised of more than 20,000 children aged 9 - 16 from countries in Latin America, and 
were observed to be highly protected against dengue infection, specifically in the DHF stages [57]. In addition, 
it is estimated that roughly around 80% of these volunteers escaped the risk of hospitalisation and over 90% are 
protected against severe dengue symptoms [58]. The vaccine used for this clinical trial is of CYD-TDV similar 
to that utilised in clinical trials in Thailand and Malaysia. The method of administering the vaccine is done in 
three-dose vaccinations over 25 months [58]. Although promising, the published study involved only volunteers 
from one geographical region. However, Sanofi-Pasteur’s head of research and development assured the public  
 

 
Figure 3. Step in utilising concept to develop effective vaccine. Model illustrates the simplified pathway in creating effective 
vaccines before being introduced permanently to publics. 
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that the vaccine could work effectively given the outstanding and consistent results [58]. Overall, Sanofi’s clini-
cal trials had involved more than 40,000 volunteers across the globe and these volunteers are predominantly 
those that live in endemic areas of Asia and Latin America [59]. 

5. Discussion  
Both biological control and vaccination present outstanding results in managing the prevalence of dengue in 
their experimental areas. We are now left with a choice between the aforementioned combative measures in or-
der to assure maximum effectiveness and towards reducing dengue. 

Biological control enables the manipulation of the parasite-host interaction or symbiont to reduce dengue 
transmission in endemic areas. Two studies that we looked into were the use of parasitic bacteria B. thuringien- 
sis and symbiotic bacteria Wolbachia. Although both produced outstanding results, we encountered several 
problems related to the manipulation of the relationship between these bacteria and Aedes mosquitoes. First, the 
mosquitoes’ populations inoculated with B. thuringiensis are shown to develop resistance towards B. thurin-
giensis after period of time, signifying that the Aedes mosquito might possess immunity against its parasitic te-
nants [39] [47]. Secondly, mosquitos inoculated with Wolbachia shows preference in shutting down transmis-
sion of certain serotype of DENV rather than all serotypes. Frentiu et al. (2014) illustrate that Wolbachia-in- 
fected mosquitoes shut down the transmission of DENV1 but continued transmitting DENV2 and DENV 3 [45]. 
It is mentioned that the DENV3 serotype is one of the two severe serotypes of DENV that may induce shock and 
death. Aedes may also develop resistance towards Wolbachia symbiont as illustrated by the case of B. thurin-
giensis. Thus, studies concerning mosquito immunology are important in preventing the possibility of mosquito 
developing resistance. Other concerns are the environmental impact on the overall ecosystem. In Malaysia for 
example, environmentalists are against the introduction of Wolbachia infected mosquitoes into the wild for rea-
son that it may pollute Malaysia’s pristine rainforest condition [15]. However several studies conducted on 
usage of treated mosquito assured the public that introduction of these mosquitoes does not risk any potential 
damage to the environment and the existing food chain.  

In vaccination, the main problem that may arise is the issue of resistance towards the vaccine itself. Viruses 
are known to have rapid replication and can interchange genomes depending on whether the viruses benefit from 
the changes or not. This creates a situation in which the development of new vaccines tends to become obsolete 
due to the fast changes in viruses’ genomics structures. This inevitable issue creates another problem in which 
pharmaceutical companies completely stop producing new vaccine as they do not see the incentives in continu-
ing as it is deemed economically unprofitable [60]. Next is the issue of using live-attenuated viruses in vaccine. 
Although attenuated, small percentage of these viruses may revert back to their original pathology, thus resulting 
in accidental secondary DENV infection towards those vaccinated [52] [61]. As shown in the study of first te-
travalent vaccine, vaccinated patients show a recurrence in dengue-like infection post vaccination [48]. Method 
of delivery and stability of the vaccine might also pose an issue for a vaccine to effectively work. In major en-
demic areas, most of the vulnerable individuals live beyond reach of modernization and this creates the problem 
of accessing electricity needed to cool live attenuate virus in order to keeping them stable [61]. In addition, an 
effective dengue vaccine needs to encompass all serotypes in existence for optimal effectiveness. Although Sa-
nofi-Pasteur successfully created the functional tetravalent dengue vaccine, they would need to factor in the 
emergence DENV5 in Southeast Asia. Another possible problem with vaccine is that it cannot be used to treat 
immuno-competent patient as it may lead to other secondary infections in that patient [60]. The suggestions to 
improve the efficacy of vaccine are to develop new vaccines to target specific sites in DENV that cannot be in-
terchanged, creating stabilised vaccines that can be delivered at any temperature without the chances of rever-
sion, and continual research and study of drugs efficient enough against the virus but do not adversely affect the 
intended host [61].  

Overall, biological control approach seems to be a viable option at the moment as it deals with the issue of 
transmission at its root and is inexpensive to cultivate [42]-[45]. Although it may be slightly problematic, the 
approach tends to be an excellent and effective combative measure in long-term protection against dengue 
transmission in any endemic areas. Note that for added protection, vaccination should also be considered as this 
approach can help induce a stronger immune response against dengue infection. Education about dengue’s pa-
thology could also help to reduce dengue transmission, since everyone will feel responsible for maintaining the 
cleanliness of his or her environment [3]. However, as mentioned previously, we still do not know much about 
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this disease and a lot is still needed to be done to understand it. Therefore, more research is still needed on these 
two combative measures to make them impenetrable to dengue replication and reproduction. Suggestion of re-
searches in the future are to create novel vaccine that directly target main proteins that are essential for DENV 
attachment regardless of serotypes whilst weakening its non-structural proteins and finding a sustainable eco-
logical approach to weaken DENV transmission via introduction of a novel parasite-symbiont bacteria that is 
counter-resistant to mosquitos and larvae capabilities of manipulating their genome to resist bacterial infections. 
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